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February 9, 2022  

MODULAR DRIVEN TECHNOLOGIES NAMED AFFILIATE SPONSOR OF 202 2 PRECISION RIFLE SERIES 

SEASON 

Jackson, TN. – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, dedicated to the 

promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is thrilled to have Modular Driven Technologies 

as an Affiliate Sponsor of the 2022 Precision Rifle Series Season. 

“We are excited to continue our partnership with Modular Driven Technologies as an Affiliate Sponsor of the Precision Rifle 
Series during the 2022 season! The dynamics and drive the team at MDT bring to the PRS community makes them 
exceptional partners and we look forward to working alongside them,” said PRS Owner and Director Shannon Kay.   

The MDT team never ceases in their development of chassis systems and accessories to enable PRS competitors to 
customize their bolt action rifles systems.  For the 2022 season, we excitedly await MDT’s launch of the ACC GEN2 Chassis 
(Adjustable Core Competition Chassis), which was designed for the competitive shooter with a focus on MDT’s integrated 
modular weight system which allows PRS shooters to customize the balance and mass of their rifle to maximize 
performance and minimize recoil. The GEN 2 version looks to include a new bag rider system, a tool-less adjustment 
system for the LOP and cheek riser, which can be adjusted in the field or at the range without the use of any tools other 
than your hands, and an adjustable magwell. The ACC Chassis System now includes The MDT Vertical Grip Elite, built for 
the competitive PRS shooter. 

MDT team shooters Allison Zane, Jake Millard, Mark Le, Keith Baker, Francis Colon, and Matt Stiner all shot incredibly well 
at the 2021 PRS Finale earning top honors across multiple categories and divisions.  Allison Zane claimed 2021 Top Lady 
shooting her MDT ACC Chassis, Jake Millard brought home Top Junior and 6th place overall, and Mark Le earned Top Mil/Le 
rounding out a very successful PRS season for Team MDT.   

This year, MDT will continue to have the match van on the scene, traveling across the country, being present for range 

days, assisting, and vendor days.  The van is equipped with products for the hands-on experience as well as support to a 

shooter if an issue arises during a competition.   

This February 19-20th be on the lookout for the brand-new MDT Bomber Run, with long-time PRS match director Adam 
Leonberger. This is a PRS Pro Series match located in Madison, Indiana situated on an abandoned airfield amidst a 
decommissioned military munitions testing facility.  This early-season match will be one to mark your calendars for! MDT 
will also be a primary sponsor of the PRS AG Cup Series, a series designed for the elite within the PRS competitive shooting 
community and home to ten of the most prestigious PRS matches in the country. 

The PRS also looks forward to working with the MDT team to successfully leverage the partnership to directly support 
membership, elevate national pro series competitions, and grow the sport. The PRS will host 40+ of the most renowned 
national-level precision rifle competitions in the nation, with the 2022 PRS Finale taking place on November 5th-6th hosted 
at K&M Shooting Complex located in Finger, Tennessee, where MDT will be sponsoring the event.   
 
For more information on the Precision Rifle Series, visit: https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/  
To learn more about Modular Driven Technologies, visit:  https://mdttac.com/us_en/ 
 
Press Release Contact: Julie Kay 
Precision Rifle Series Marketing Director 
E-mail: julie@precisionrifleseries.com 
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